Quick Statistics
Current Unemployment 7.8%

STEM Jobs available: 3,000,000 Unfilled Jobs!
All STEM jobs (avg. salary): $64,500
All Occupations (avg. salary): $37,870

The STEM department at PCCC offers a unique opportunity for students to become part of the fastest growing sectors of industry. While employment is down overall, companies in the STEM disciplines cannot find skilled workers and are reaching outside our borders to get new workers. This difference between needed technical employees and available technical employees is called the SKILLS GAP, and you can take advantage of this opportunity by becoming part of a STEM related field. PCCC can help by providing you a PATH to SUCCESS through our STEM Programs.

Start YOUR success story by signing up for an upcoming event or program. Earn a stipend for your participation and involvement.

Some of the many benefits of STEM at PCCC

Summer STEM programs start in June, prepare you for college and offer many other rewards.

Field Trips throughout the academic year to Museums, hands on workshops, and STEM related facilities. These trips provide a unique experience to learn, have fun and make important connections.

Professional Lecture series: Meet leading edge technology experts in all fields from Biology, Psycho-acoustics, Computer hardware and software, Space and Aviation, Biotechnology, Computer Forensics, Speech recognition and many more.

Workshops: Math, Science, Computer software, Chemistry, Hardware systems and more give you valuable experience and help you build your knowledge base and academic resume.

Dual Enrollment: Earn college credit at no cost to you with the potential to complete a fully paid for degree.

STEM Community Support: Personal advisement for course selection and success. On-going support using state-of-the-art career development tools and dedicated counseling.